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This document presents the argument for the King and Alpine Valley Vignerons 
(KAVV) to engage in a business with Wine Grapes Australia. The study was 
undertaken by Wine Solutions Consultancy, a Melbourne based company with 20 
plus years of Global Wine Industry experience. 

Also attached is an overview of relevant co-operatives studied and the lessons learnt 
from those co-operatives. As these lessons learnt are commercially relevant to the 
objectives of the project they are included at the back of this report and are integral 
to considerations. 

The report would not have been possible without the active involvement of the K A W  
working party and input from each of the grapegrowers and winemakers in the region 
and the inputs from a number of wine company (buyers). Wine Solutions 
Consultants thank each participant with special thanks to Michael Freundenstein, 
Bob McNamara, Wendy Batey, David Maples and Guy Darling, who each in their 
own right are industry stalwarts and as a collective vigorously challenged findings 
with rigour and passion that typifies the ever evolving Australian Wine industry. 
Their input and support remains appreciated. 

Wine Solutions Consultancy wishes K A W  well in progressing the thinking of the 
collective K A W  into implemented strategies that result in sustainable pursuits for 
each participant. Needless to say we would be delighted to hear of your successes 
and if able to assist in anyway please do not hesitate to contact us at anytime. 

Yours sincerely and thank you, 

Brian Wilson 

Wine Solutions Consultancy 

+61 (0) 41 3 930 863 

Russell Cook 

Wine Solutions Consultancy 

+61 (0) 41 7 949 250 
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Executive Summary 

King and Alpine Valley Vignerons 
Collaborative Approach to Marketing 

(KAVVCAM) 

The King and Alpine Valley Vignerons (KAVV) have a window of opportunity to be a 
part of a Joint Venture with a proven Sales and Marketing business to implement 
and benefit from a Collaborative Approach to Marketing, (CAM). 

The steering committee of K A W  commenced the tender process late in 2006 that 
included engaging Wine Solutions Consultancy in mid-2007. The process, results, 
conclusions and next steps outlined in the following slides identify a course of action 
to improve returns to the region's grape growers. This study shows that 
Shareholders of this KAWCAM JV through the sound implementation and adoption 
of the management metrics and procedures, ceteris parabis, can experience 
improved returns for their efforts. This solution, does none-the-less, require 
venturing into a new business that is uncharted for most of the region's grape 
growers. The preferred option involves a JV with a known performer in this area of 
business that has its own systems, procedures, and performance on their scorecard. 

Wine Solutions Consultancy Pty Ltd comes from a background of corporate and 
operational consulting in Viticulture, Winemaking, Business Management, Strategic 
Management, Export, Marketing, Education 1 Training. The consultants who worked 
on this project have also worked with organisations including: McKinsey & Co., BCG, 
Bain International, Fosters; Petaluma; Leeuwin Estate; Hardy Wine Company and 
Orlando. 

The brief when distilled down was based on the following dynamic: 

"If no joint solution is devised in the next 6 months 
the K W  and A W  estimate that between one third and 
one half the growers will leave the industry." 

Thus, the challenge was to find: 

".. to develop a business model to consider a 
collaborative approach to marketing grape and wine 
products .." 



The methodology employed investigated the workings of various co-operative 
models. Research was not limited to the wine industry and included investigations 
into other primary production value-add co-ops. A combination of desk and 
telephone based research provided the basis of face-to-face interviews. 

Prominent members of the Australian and Victorian wine industries were approached 
to evaluate the impact a collaborative approach would have on the Australian Wine 
Industry as well as on individual wineries. Emphasis was given to wineries that have 
direct dealings with KAW. 

When evaluating the different collaborative business models emphasis was placed 
on strategic fit, ease of implementation, effectiveness, longevity and the ability to add 
value to the KAW 'brand' and that of growers in the two wine regions. 

Also undertaken was a study of the global market for wine with specific focus on 
where Australia is positioned in that market place. When comparing Australia's 
share of price segments to the global market, Australia still manages to retain a 
global leader position in exporting premium, super premium and specialty wines. 

This dynamic is a good match to what KAW do best and that is the production of 
fruit that provides the backbone of wines that match these segments. Further 
analysis of Australian Wine and Brandy Corporation (AWBC) export figures 
demonstrates sustainable growth in these segments. The less lucrative and most 
vulnerable sectors: - 'basic' and 'sub premium' segments, would not be profitable or 
sustainable to the K A W  and are best left to other countries and also other regions of 
Australia that are known for their production of grapes suited to those price points. 

In order to compete in the current environment (domestic and international), K A W  
must firstly take on board and accept the major facts that came from detailed 
discussions with major buyers, these being: 

processing grapes from the area costs the buyer an extra $250 - $300 / tonne 
when comparing KAW fruit to that of competing/substitution regions; 

smoke taint in past years has affected winery perception of dealing in the 
area and some buyers have exited the region for 'lower risk' regions; 

the KAW regions do not have an appellation brand that 'binds' or commits 
major buyers to the region, this is a major weakness of the area's ability to 
hold a competitive advantage. Consequently, K A W  will continue to 
experience substitution with other appellations in the cooler areas of South 
East Australia (SEA); 

buyers prefer the efficiency of dealing with one supplier over 'lots of small 
growers' thus a Collaborative Approach to Marketing grapes has appeal; 



K A W  could not afford to establish its own Collaborative Marketing business 
in the short term. Extending into the area of wine production through its own 
winemaking facility would result in failure (even if K A W  could raise the 
capital, ceteris parabis). It is estimated, from discussions with winery buyers, 
that a processing plant will cost $2 million for the first 1,000 tonne then $1 
million for each 1,000 tonne after that. 

Summary Comparison of the Two Leading Co-op Models; 

Two leading Australian co-ops were identified through the project and the following is 
an overview of their pros and cons. The two organizations are Vintage Traders 
Australia Ltd. (VTA) and Wine Grapes Australia (WGA). 

VTA is an unlisted public company, was formed to market grapes and wineljuice on 
behalf of the grower shareholders. VT believes that, even in a tough market, it will 
be successful because it possesses the following attributes not available to the 
individual grower: 

strength in numbers; 

availability of large quantities of quality fruit; 

single contact point for trading negotiations; 

ability to provide a professional approach to trade negotiations; and, 

an ability to add value via crushing of grapes into wine /juice for sale. 

The initial recruiting campaign resulted in 120 growers each committing a 
development fee of $275 and estimating the availability of almost 30,000 tonnes. The 
aim was to attract sufficient volume to provide a viable alternative to the longstanding 
practice of growers acting on their own to sell their grapes. 

VT strongly believes that it will be able to emulate and even better the trading 
position of the larger suppliers and competently trade with the multinational wineries 
which dominate the industry. 

VT's vision is to return their sector of the industry to sustainability with suitable 
reward for effort. To enable this, VT's core business is aggregation and supply of 
wine grapes and wine to the global wine industry for a fair and reasonable price. 

As of the time of writing, VT has not sold one litre of wine from the 2007 vintage. 
They did sell through approximately 20,000 tonnes of fruit and in the process 'clip the 
ticket' 6% of the value of the sale in the form of a commission. This commission is a 
fair and reasonable selling expense to charge given the work undertaken by their 
organization and comparable to other models. 

VT's goal is to become the preferred trading partner when negotiating wine grape 
sales, both from the growers' and the wineries' perspective. 



WGA was established in 1992 as a joint venture between 8 vineyard owners to 
develop a simple means for wineries 1 customers to source perfectly matched wine 
grapes for their brands. 

The WGA business model includes establishing an annual budget that is set by its 
management. This budget amount is then divided by the total amount of acres on 
their books, and the result is the cost per acre to be a member of WGA. The last 
four years has averaged $1 50 1 acre running costs. Therefore WGA only have to 
increase the price obtained for the fruit sold by an average of $35 1 tonne to make it 
worthwhile to growers. 

WGA is run as a joint venture with the grower not as a grower co-operative. It is a 
proven performer and the example given in the following slides (see #34 of 
presentation) demonstrates that with McLaren Vale Shiraz in the 2007 vintage 
averaged $641 per tonne (greater than 40%) more than the District Market Average 
(DMA). 

WGA manages the contracts for every single acre that each shareholder owns. This 
is done to allow WGA to align the buyer (their clients) with their needs and to provide 
a better service to buyers and sellers. 

WGA has Ultra Premium, Super premium, Semi premium, and Commercial grades 
of grapes under their structure with only 4% of sales in the Commercial category. 
They source grapes from McLaren Vale, Barossa Valley, Langhorne Creek, Adelaide 
Hills, Clare, Coonawarra and Wrattonbully. 

Financial considerations were evaluated as part of the analytical process. The main 
points to emerge were: 

costs to participate in VT is $275 joining fee plus 6% of $ 1 tonne; 

costs to participate in WGA is estimated at $1 50 1 acre and no joining fee; 

a KAWCAM stand-alone was evaluated with a suggested joining fee of $250 
and 4% commission on sales ($40/1000), with a review after 12 months; 

If KAWCAM could find 40 members (and there was some question as to 
whether that would be possible) a $200,000 budget (including a $ for $ 
government funding) would be required to operate KAWCAM and there 
would still be a shortfall in covering operating expenses. 



In joining with WGA, KAWCAM could operate as a standalone business unit of 
WGA. They would have their own board and adopt the management metrics and 
processes that are tried and proven within the existing WGA model. 

WGA is currently in negotiation with an insurance company. The goal is to 
implement a system to guarantee grape payments (if ever a winery is in financial 
trouble) as well as offering group rates andlor special benefits on insurance such as 
crop, health, and workers compensation. 

As WGA markets everything from premium Adelaide Hills wine grapes to 
Commercial D grade grapes it provides exposure and market information from every 
aspect of the wine industry allowing for internal benchmarking and national 
networking with 73 'on-the-books' active buyers. 

It should be concluded that WGA offer a better solution and strategic fit to 
KAWCAM than either going it alone or joining Vl. None-the-less any direction 
ultimately taken by KAWCAM will require entering territory that is unfamiliar to most 
participants in the King and Alpine Valleys. 



King & Alpine Valley Vignerons 

Collaborative Approach 

Marketing grapes and wine. 

14 August 2007 

Prepared and presented by Wine Solutions Consultancy 



Process of engagement 

Formation of Steering committee, 2006 

Brief circulated pre Christmas, 2006 

Wine Solutions Consultancy tender response submitted mid January, 2007 

Wine Solutions Consultancy appointment confirmed end June, 2007 



Fundamental of the brief was 

"If no joint solution is devised in the next 6 months the 
KVV and AVV estimate that between one third and 

one half the growers will leave the industry." 



Fundamental output required 

'' .. to develop a business model to consider a collaborative 
, approach to marketing grape and wine products .. $9 



Wine Solutions Consultancy 

Wine Industry Specialists 

Qualified and practicing: 

- Viticulturalists and winemakers; 

- Business managers; 

- Marketers; and, 
- Strategists. 

Worked with organisations including: 
- McKinsey & Co, BCG, Bain International Consultancies 

- Fosters; 

- Petaluma; 

- Leeuwin Estate; 

- Hardy Wine Company; 

- Orlando; etal. 

Domestic and International markets, including: 

- Singapore; 

- China; 

- USA; 

- UK. 







Examples of buyers approached 

Beringer Blass 
Brown Brothers 
Casella 
DeBortoli 
Gapsted 
Constellation 
Nugans 
Orlando 
R.L. Buller & Son 
Sam Miranda of King Valley 
Yalumba 

Positions held in the businesses was varied enough to give us a great spread and feel and diversity of opinions 
Winemaker 
Chief Winemaker 
Victorian Grower Relations Manager 
Grower Liaison Officer for Victoria 
Grape Supply & Vineyard Mgr NS W & Vic 
Regional Viticulturist Victoria & Tasmania 
Director Winemaking 
Senior Winemaker 
South East Regional manager 



Cooperative models evaluated 

Agricultural Marketing Resource Centre (AgMRC) 
Allied Grape Growers, California 
Californian Rice Growers Co-operative 
Griffith Winegrapes Marketing Board 
Maharashtra Processing Cooperatives India 
National Grape Co-operative Association, Inc. NY 
NY Allied Grape Growers, Fresno, 
South African Deciduous Fruit Co-operative 
Sunkist Growers Co-operative 
Tennessee Processing Co-operative 
Vintage Traders Aust. Ltd 
Winegrapes Australia 

Allied Grape Growers is a California wine grape marketing cooperative with over 500 grower members located from all major 
winegrape regions of California including the North Coast, Central Coast, Lodi and the San Joaquin Valley. The association 

exists for the purpose of efficient and competitive marketing of its members' grapes. 

Allied members have the ability to participate in group insurance programs such as workers' compensation program, a grower's 
health insurance program for employees and dependents, and a crop insurance program 









Clearly Australia has a strong standing in the premium, super premium 
and specialty priced products, especially the premium and super 
premium range. 
Australia's share of premium, super premium and specialty wines 
exported into the global market is high relative to global competitors 
export share. 
This is both good and adverse news for KAV. 
The good news side is that there is good scope/acceptance of premium 
wines from Australia, 
the adverse is that in the global market it will be difficult to find room for 
another premium, super premium or specialty product, i. e. penetration 
will be slow going. 





I ! Continued growth and demand for Australian wine in export markets 

2005-06 (plus 5 year change) 201 0-1 1 (plus 5 year change) 
Good growth opportunities exist in major markets (UK, USA, Canada), supported by some exciting trends 
in emerging markets, Benelux, China, Russia. 

Source: AWBC Nov, 2006 







The 2008 supply projection may more closely resemble today 
A lower than projected 2007 vintage implies the projected 2008 supply balance may 

i already be upon us, good news (in the short term) for KAVV to remain confident in 
i 
I 
I holding out for better prices! . . . . . 

m l l  2007 and 2008 yields 20% below average scenario 
3000 

Nore: Ideal' s k x h  are based on a 1.83 doc%s-lo-sale8 r a m  for red INine [finanaal yew-end abDcks held aga~nd 
h ~ r d  sales) snd s 1.33 slokmsalea  raOm for whiea wins 'Surplus e W  a budged to be the ~cIuel w 
eatirnated stock minus the ideal- Source: AWBC Nov, 2006 



Summary 01 rindings 

The competitive landscape for wine 
grapes and wine in the domestic and 

global market 



a Segmentation and rating ease of market penetration 

SEGMENTS 
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Buyerlwinery needs of KAVV 

As a h i t  source 
- major varieties are MerlIShzlCab Sauv/PN . . . Chard (spark) ISBIPG 

- has role in big winery mix .. 10-20% coo1:warm (style and cost considerations) 
- fruit is interchangable with other cooler areas in SEA, B/C grade or 2nd tier rating 
- grower liaison officer important in sourcing the right fruit 

Processing 
- processing in the area costs the buyer an extra $250-$300/tonne 

- sufficient processing capacity within the region excepting 1-2 weeks of year 

- proximity to head office a consideration 

A co-ordinated approach 
- Alpine Valley prospectus as a model has value 

- website if information is current 

- improves communication and communication easier 

- 1 seller to deal with 

Quality parameters 

- clean, 
- smoke taint (some buyers flee to substitution regions) 













, fi inancial considerations - L scenarios 

Assume the Vintage Traders and Wine Grapes Australia business models are applied to a 
KAV grape grower. This grape grower has 15 ac of vineyard, yielding at 5tdac of un- 

Total tonnes growdsold@ 5tdac 

contracted fruit that will sell for $1000/tonne, the following dynamic exists. 

Joining fee cost 

Vintage Traders 

Commission fee 

Wine Grapes Aust 

Total tonnes growdsold@ 2.2tdac 

Joining fee cost 

$/acre fee @, $150/ac 

Total cost to grower $4775 

$lac fee 

Total cost to grower 

Commission fee $1980 $0 





I I Joining Wine Grapes Australia - what you get 

Business management and structure 
- Currently break-even approach, moving to profit generation. 
- Two tiers of shareholders, Tier 1 will receive dividends, Tier 2 no dividend. 
- K A W  would operate as a standalone business unit of WGA, with 

its own board 
replicated management metrics and processes 

Grower committment 
- Manage every single acre of grapes for each shareholder (contracted or not) 
- Undertake to manage contracts already in use, negotiate next contract early 

Marketing and Sales 
- Sells to 73 different buyers. 
- Shift and source fruit within buyer portfolio to assist individual growers. 
- Negotiate prices for member's grapes based on in field quality ratings, no winery 

bonus' 
Other grower benefits 
- Offers group rates andlor special benefits from other companies to value add 

cheap electricity, phones etc. 
crop insurance, income insurance (pending) 

- Confidentiality between growers (costs, sales and $1 tonne are not divulged). 







Benefits to KAW in joining Winegrapes Australia 
From our appraisal, there are benefits that would result by being affiliated with 
Winegrapes Australia. The following is a brief summary of those benefits. 

Winegrapes Australia is grower owned and operated, always keeping the best 
interest of the growers in mind, and always presenting growers with fair and valuable 
market information. 

KAW members will get a huge economy of scale benefit as the runniqg costs are 
divided by total number of acres owned by its members. Average size K A W  
vineyard is approx. 15 acres compared with 190 acres of existing Winegrapes 
Australia members. 

Winegrapes Australia oversees and enforces the contractual interests of its growers 
regarding grape purchase agreements. 

Winegrapes Australia works as a JV with the grower - not as a co-op 

Winegrapes Australia has a continual presence in the marketplace selling to over 73 
different buyers. This provides the opportunity to have a constant supply of first hand 
market information from many sources. 

Winegrapes Australia manages the contracts for every single acre that each 
shareholder owns ... this is done to allow them to align the buyer (their clients) with 
their needs and provide a better service both ends. They can shift and source fruit 
with in the portfolio to help individuals. 

Winegrapes Australia has Ultra Premium, Super premium, Semi premium, and 
Commercial grades with only 4% of sales in the last category. It is felt that KAW will 
benefit from association with the top quality fruit that Winegrapes Australia has in its 
stable. 

Since Winegrapes Australia sells to multiple processors throughout the country, 
members can maximize marketing opportunities to potential buyers. 

W~negrapes Australia is moving to a model of generating revenue as opposed to 
break even structure at the moment. 

W~negrapes Australia are closing off Tier One shareholders at year's end 2007 .. . 
will create a second tier of shareholders which will run exactly the same as tier one 
with the exception of any dividend from revenue generated will not be available to 
tier two shareholders. 

W~negrapes Australia negotiates markets and prices their member's grapes on a 
quality basis. Quality growers reap the rewards of their growing practices through 
higher revenue. 

Winegrapes Australia offers group rates and/or special benefits from other 
companies to value add to their shareholders 

offer small business extra bonuses 
cheap electricity 
phones etc. 



The joining fee, the marketing costs and sales contracts are covered in the acreage 
budget costs ($1 50 I acre average last 4 years). 

K A W  would operate as a standalone business unit of Winegrapes Australia. They 
would have their own board as it would be silly for McLaren Vale growers to dictate 
to KAW. All mechanics would run exactly the same. 

Winegrapes Australia will manage existing contracts already in use making sure the 
grower is well cared for e.g. will negotiate next contract while current one is rosy 

It is stressed that confidentiality exists with growers' costs, sales and $1 tonne ... no 
grower knows what price per tonne other growers are getting. 

W~negrapes Australia Board made up of long term industry identities 

Each individual grower member of Winegrapes Australia has the right to set their 
own minimum price 

W~negrapes Australia never takes ownership of the grapes 

Contract states that Winegrapes Australia will commit to making its best endeavours 
to get the right price and the best price possible for the grower. 

Internal and external benchmarking of all its growers to help improve management 
and viticultural practices of individual growers 

2007 figures published: - 

$1,495 McLaren Vale Shiraz ... industry weighted average (range $100 - $7,104) 
$2,136 WGA weighted average . .. $650 lowest (for 2 tonnes first crop) . .. $5,000 
highest 
WGA only 2 varieties 137 less than industry weighted average ... McLaren Vale 
Chardonnay $5 below industry weighted average 

Allows and encourages (where appropriate) internal brands - where grower has and 
markets own wine label I brand 

W~negrapes Australia currently in negotiation with insurance company: - looking to 
guarantee grape payments (if ever a winery is in financial trouble) as well as offering 
group rates andlor special benefits on insurance such as crop, health, and workers 
compensation 

W~negrapes Australia markets everything from premium Adelaide Hills wine grapes 
to Commercial D grade grapes. This provides exposure and market information from 
every aspect of the wine industry. 

Winegrapes Australia offers members marketing strength through varietal, regional 
and categorical diversity. 

Winegrapes Australia looks at the 5 year forecasts from their clients 1 wineries and 
work with them to provide the varieties and tonnages in 5 years time 



Overview of Relevant Overseas Co-Operatives Studied and 
Lessons Learnt for K A W  

In general the co-operatives studied by Wine Solutions for KA VV have been more 
successful at providing some sewices to farmers while they have proved less 
successful at distribution, marketing and selling. 

Allied Grape Growers is a California wine grape marketing cooperative with over 500 
grower members. They constantly evaluate wine grape market data for the purpose 
of identifying market trends and pass that information on to their members for their 
benefit in decision making. 

Allied also offers growers the ability to have an association watching over their 
contractual interests regarding grape sales. In times of changing markets this can be 
a very important aspect of their service. 

Allied's payment schedule to growers is very timely. Allied pays the grower 90% of 
the established base price within 30 days of the completion of deliveries by variety. 
The remaining 10% plus any price adjustment is then paid no later than 1 5th 
February (roughly equivalent to 15" August for KAW growers as they have 
Southern Hemisphere harvest timing). Allied deducts a service fee from their 
growers' grape payments to fund the operation. 

Allied Grape Growers also offers members the ability to take harvest advances 
and/or defer payments. As an Allied member you also have the ability to participate 
in group insurance programs such as our workers' compensation program, a 
grower's health insurance program for employees and dependents, and a crop 
insurance program. 

Allied is also active in wine industry affairs through its affiliations and memberships in 
numerous organizations. They state that their cooperative understands that the 
success of our membership depends on our interaction with all segments in the wine 
industry. 

In South Africa, there were 66 cooperative producers that accounted for roughly two- 
thirds of the total grape crush and over 20% of production of certified wine in 2003. 
They are an important constituency, due to the large number of growers they 
represent. The primary focus historically was on basic wines sold in bulk. The 
inadequate marketing capability among these high volume producers which account 
for a large share of total production would appear to be a distinctive feature of the 
South African wine industry. 

However, many cooperatives also produce some quality wine. South Africa's top 
wine brands in international markets include ones owned by cooperatives. 



The lesson learnt from the South African cooperative system effectively maintained 
prices of poor quality grapes at artificial levels and also shielded the overwhelming 
majority of producers from consumer markets. 

If new cooperatives, or indeed any farmers' organisation, are to succeed and be 
sustainable we have found that in most cases long term business and management 
training is essential and must be coupled with strong and committed leadership and 
participant cohesion. 

A culture needs to be engendered where the cooperative is seen primarily as a 
private sector business entity and not as a service organisation caterirlg for social 
and community needs as has been the tendency in the some co-ops studied. 

The formation and operation of a K A W  cooperative has to be based on business 
and financial criteria if it is going to succeed and be sustained. 

In general cooperatives studied have been more successful at providing some 
services to farmers while they have proved less successful at distribution, marketing 
and selling. 

Too often there is evidence of co-operatives having marketing and processing efforts 
initiated because there is a surplus of fruit and then come to a halt because the 
market has not been considered. The identification of a market has to be one of the 
first considerations when developing marketing for co-operatives 

An important lesson learnt is the active participation of members of co-op 
organisations should be encouraged, however it is imperative to involve farmers' 
right from the planning stages. It is further noted that many cooperatives fail because 
of lack of active participation and therefore it is felt that the most well known and 
active members in the group should be involved to call the meetings and encourage 
the other activities of the cooperative. The K A W  should have their champions take 
this role 

As a group, cooperatives we looked at are most obviously lacking marketing 
expertise. The cooperatives in this study have achieved limited success with brand 
development as well as in their marketing partnerships. 

Some of these cooperatives have thus acquired the requisite knowledge to launch 
their own brands some of which have achieved international success. 





Appendix 1 

An important facet of our research was our interviews with prominent members of 
the Australian and Victorian wine industries. They were approached to evaluate the 
impact a collaborative approach would have on the Australian Wlne Industry as well 
as on individual wineries. 

Emphasis was given to wineries that have direct dealings with the King and Alpine 
Valleys, 

The following pages contain a selection of quotes and thoughts from the people 
interviewed during our evaluation of the KAWCAM project. 

As the interviews were conducted "in confidence" the names of the people and the 
wineries they represent have been omitted (replaced by X's in the text). 

Information deemed by the consultants as commercially sensitive given by the 
interviewees has not been included in the following pages but was considered by the 
consultants in evaluating the most suitable model for KAWCAM 

The following comments in many cases are shown out of context from the 
mainstream conversation, but the consultants found them pertinent to the growers 
understanding of the industry they are involved in. 

We have grouped the comments into the following categories: - 

Marketing Mix 

Grape Buying Process 

Perceptions 

Collaborative Approach I Co-op 

It's a Big World Out There 

Downsides I Challenges I Pitfalls 

Future I Where to . . . ? 

Tourism 

Advice from the Industry 



Marketing Mix 
'-1 

. I 
The cool area : warm area ratio is extremely important to XXX and this is important 

I for costs / consistency / and quality price-points 

Generally run at 20% cool : 80% warm (especially Chardonnay in normal years) but 
' 1 this can be as low as 10% cool in some shiraz blends 

There are no labels specific to the area ... e.g. the big 3 wineries - all their $15 wines 
are South East Australia (SEA) 

Windy Peake have 5,000 case blends ... they use K W  to blend with Sauvignon 
Blanc from other areas 

With new products XXX will say "see how much warm area fruit we can get away 
with in this label" and the blending will then lie in the winemakers court 

If 33% drop in grapes from the area, XXX would not be affected because of the 
balance of cool / hot ... (with cool fruit being in surplus, the industry has a buffer of a 
few years) 

In 2009 the surplus of cool fruit will continue ... 2010 will come back to balance 

Fruit is interchangeable with other cool areas ... if grapes disappear will just source 
tier 2 cool fruit from another area 

Winery xx . . . $680 / tonne 3 $1 1.50 retail 

xxx Wines pays between $450 - $700 for $1 0 / bottle 
o End usage as best determinate of price 

His brief is to find fruit to match to product 

His brief comes from "Supply Chain" they collate details from salestmarketing globally 
and overlay supply figures then produce projections for Grower Relations to source. 

does see the two areas as interchangeable, both higher altitude, cool climate, premium. 

King Valley has forged a bit of a reputation through Crittenden and Pizzini for Tuscan 
Varieties (Sangiovese, Pinot Gris), it has more regional awareness whereas the Alpine 
Valley is more fragmented and made up of growers, there is no Pizzini in the Alpine 
Valley 

The Big Four Wineries doesn't have a appellation in KAV so demand for product from 
those regions is decreasing 

There are no plans to develop an appellation product for the KAV regions, 



Grape Buying Process 

Forecasting is based on historical data and trends .. . they have now built up a good 
database of figures to use, tho they do also use Nielson surveys and the like to help 
predict the market growth 

Concentrate on right fruit and the right colour measurements otherwise will be in 
competition with 80% of the market 

K A W  as a percentage of intake for winery XXX has declined last 5 years because: - 
better grapes cheaper 
better price points 

XXX subcontracts the role of grower liaison to outside consultants -find they generally 
know the area and the fruit well 

When doing colour measurements from KAV they must keep the samples in this area 
due to phylloxera 

Phylloxera adds cost which is the biggest problem 

current market can buy $700 fruit from BV, W, Wrattonbully, Langhorne Creek and 
McLaren Vale 

There will be a shortage if there is more cool area fruit available (using the 20180 
figure) 

If fruit supply dried up no great impact on XXX, just get it from somewhere else 
o "It's a less relevant region than it was say 3+ years ago, there is decreased 

demand for the fruit, there is a view that the fruit is not as good as it was made 
out to be (and it's not due to decreased grower effort, the market has changed to 
some degree and for example the High grade shiraz that we thought we could get 
from there for say Brand XX is not really that suitable. The quality perception has 
changed." 

o "Our demand has contracted to the regions we have appellation brands with" 
o "Years ago Brown Brothers was perceived as premium, today its no longer 

perceived in the same manner and so the perception of the area has diminished" 

Extra $300ltonne to process fruit from KAV because of Phylloxera 

XXX puts more effort into getting the fruit right and then the winemaker can follow a 
fairly tight set of parameters rather than trying to find the best winemaker to contract 
crush for them 

o Big success with colour scores 
o Sound clean 
o Easy if we just get the fruit right 

XXX would have 70% of their fruit from KAV and buy on spec from people like xxxx 
for the other 30 % 

Big companies are minimising stock levels, grower commitments etc, 
o Therefore they are becoming leaner 



a XXX has done the opposite and then therefore doesn't have to chase fruit this year 
Obviously the cost of the grapes has the biggest cost factor in making wine 

They would look at communicating through a Fruit Broker early in the season and 
they would need to be available when night picking but not needed 24 / 7 

XX regard themselves as a "Steady" organisation and would rather have a one on 
one relationship with growers than a one +ff relationship 

The varieties bought from the K A W  are 
o Merlot 
o Shiraz 
o Cabernet Sauvignon 
o Sauvignon Blanc 
o Pinot Gris 
o Pinot Noir 
o Weird varieties generally get lost in the bulk shiraz 

XXX have info on growers available from the approaches made to them 

Phylloxera adds 50 cents / litre manufacturing costs ... 70 cents compared with 20c 

Wlneries must ask the growers . .. "how do you deserve a spot and what have you 
done to deserve it?" 

A co-op must ask the question - Who is investing the money for the infrastructure? 
Region perception is zero 
Is there a home for all the fruit at the right price 
What is the Market place threshold 
Wineries would rather process fruit from the KAV area if the price is right 

XX work of a 5 (Five) year plan when sourcing grapes therefore buying isn't 
speculative 

Crush 80% of yearly needs: -20% of yearly needs bought on spec 

XX treat buying bulk wine to bolster wine stocks as a failure in the planning process 
Most of the market is predictable 
XX don't have one-offs to sully the mix 

XX philosophy :- 
a Align with good growers only 

20 years sorting who to do business with 
product specific 

this is a direct contrast to XXX who are bottom feeders 

There is a central register, each year the A W  circulate a list of what is available and 
XXX work with that 
The register is of interest especially for general purpose grapes 
xxx filters information from that list into XXX so he is the gatekeeper for access to 
growers 



Perceptions 

KAV fruit quality is rated well above irrigated fruit, but not at the top end . .. it is in the 
group below (in the mix that they call 2"d tier) which includes areas like Bendigo, and 
other cooler Victorian areas 
Is used as part of the 20% cool area fruit in blends 
Italian Pride has been the biggest problem with growers working together in the past 
King Valley better than Alpine Valley essentially because they are older 
Fruit Quality only comes into play when grapes are in over supply 
Pinot Grigio is rated highly from the King Valley 
Sees the KAV the same as the Yarra Valley was 15 years ago. 
More grapes grown here than needed 

a The bulk wine they buy from the area is interchangeable with wine from other areas 
o There is no advantage to fruit from the area, but there are 2 disadvantages 

Phylloxera 
Increased costs 

a King Valley has slightly more brand image carryover from past 
a Currently no current leading brand in the Australian marketplace for King Valley . .. 

there is a brand from Miranda (Griffith) that refers to High Country 

Let me tell you from the beginning that there are two very distinctive areas and they 
shouldn't be lumped together 

Alpine Valley:- 
a No Alpine Valley brand 
a Largely wrong grapes in the wrong place 
a Mainly red and in surplus at the moment 
a Not a wine surplus, only a grape surplus 
a They should graft to Pinot Grigio and Sauvignon Blanc as these are in vogue 

and suited to area 

King Valley - 
a there is a "brand" 
a 20% producers contribute to the brand 

Local Winery were seen as 
o know all the growers 
o pretty good as winemakers 
o there are no quality issues 

Point of Difference is the Italian culture and style 
a There is a good diversity of styles and growing locations 

Above 800 m - sparkling base 
a Valley floor Sangiovese 



A Collective is good for making information available to outsiders 
Very valuable to Market grapes as a collective 

Don't invest in replicating Gapsted this would be a total waste of money and 
resources 

Murray Goulburn Cooperative:- 
o 4 - 5 wineries to find a sales position 
o 6 - 8  wines 
o Government support 

Centralised operation representing all suppliers and buyers 
o If this collective is designed to increase bargaining power, it would be 

counterproductive 
o If it is to be a marketing group that will increase the brand or pool money for 

advertising 
o It should look at increasing tourists in the area, the spin offs will develop a name 

for the area 

Should look at the Hunter Valley model for marketing themselves ... other reasons 
for co-op would be counter productive 

State up front not happy with co-op proposal ... yet to see one that works 
WGMB Griffith -was stuck with 5,000 tonne of wine which it eventually returned $25 
/ tonne from distilling 
To work a co-op would have to be organised and employ 2 full time people 

Growers won't have all money to pay until wine is sold 
Often the contract winery will be left holding the baby 

The possibility of buying bulk wine was explored, there is some interest in outsourced 
processing where by Barossa would provide guidelines to a contract processor (a 
detailed brief) and wine is then made to contract, wine was considered a lot easier to 
handle. 

Need a Website - helps with communication 



It's a big world out there 

Marketing Intelligence ... talking to distributors and sellers e.g. planting and 
contracting Pinot Gris 
XXX keep a database of people who contact them with grapes to sell and will call 
upon these people when looking for more grapes 

Rule of Thumb 

Processing place will cost $2 million for the first 1,000 tonne then $1 million for each 
1,000 tonne after that 

10% interest + $300 K interest I year 

A co-op winery will be competing with the 35 wineries that crush 98% of the fruit in 
Australia 

Can only make name for yourself if you can be heard 
Will cost $90 I tonne to employ a good winemaker 

In the end the market forces will work if you let them work ... wineries try but growers 
can subvert 

K A W  need to cheer in unison ... Brand Australia ten thousand voices yelling 
together 

XXXX must ride the curve just the same as the grower 
export prices are fixed as the world price hardly fluctuates 
Give away profit to ensure stock 

Five year plan: - 
Look at the market first. 
Get feedback from the UK, EU, and NZ 
Get market intelligence from Sales force 



Downsides / Challenges / Pitfalls / 

Reality is the KAW will be a no-name company from a no-name region trying to sell 
wine in the big world ... not easy. 

Be careful of substitution ... KAV must be careful they are not replacing sales of 
their fruit under a different label with their co-op new label ... net effect is no new 
grapes sold. 

Therefore should look at "How can we increase the sales of wine . . . Not how can we 
do it cheaper. 

Biggest change over the last 10 years is we are now in a Global Industry 
Growers find it hard to grasp that the market could fall because e.g.: Yellowtail retails 
for $9.99 but South African substitute is $6.99. Therefore this has a huge 
impact on the growers / farmers selling grapes into the market 

The major challenges to the wine industry are: - 
Price Compression 
UK Super markets 5.99 -we must increase efficiency or will lose our spot 
If grape prices go up absorb or lose we spots 
Multiple customers at proper price points 
- one reason why a co-op might not survive in this market is ... Need volume 
required and significant infrastructure for ongoing business 

o need to supple and deliver constantly therefore if unsure whether 
Tesco can sell 5,000 or 10,000 cases of Chenin Blanc, we must have 
the 10,000 cases in the warehouse ready for delivery 

The best system would be to have say plenty of good C grade material and show 
XXX at the end of the vintage and go from there, i.e. Take a position on the fruit and 
process there, but 

o "it dumbs down the region and we'd miss the good stuff and include the lesser 
stuff, but it would work 

o XXX are also coming in and they are right for the area, a generic product at 
$1000/tonne, 6 tonnelac and they just hoover it up, maybe they are the future of 
the region 

Biggest challenge 
taking stuff on spec ... now, unless I got a home for it, I am not taking it 
Both the winery and the grower need to share the pain e.g. set price at $500 

The Australian $ exchange rate has more importance on the XXX Wines way of 
thinking about business than how many $/tonne they buy the grapes for, (however, 
they do have a little buffer and a small movement capacity for the fruit) 



The only reason wineries want the fruit is because the consumer wants the fruit ... it 
comes from the style of the wine 

Brand can only be developed through winery not growers e.g. Barossa, Hunter Valley 

Yet to see a grower putting money into developing a brand 
Wineries have sales reps ... not the growers 

Wineries invest in Marketing reps ... not the growers 

The winemaker is the chef ... therefore he can drive the publicity and be the focal 
point for his winery 



Future / Where to ... ? 

Focus should go back to regions 

If K A W  have a co-op then a website listing all fruit available would be an advantage 
Also one person to contact 

Relationship and trust is the key to the K A W  surviving e.g. go halves when we sell 

If K A W  co-op have a website: - 
need to keep the information fresh 

Use a dedicated person to follow up with wineries and growers 

Flip side for growers is to keep it anonymous ... this breaks down barriers to 

protect growers 

Must do the best for each other (wineries I growers) 

Work on site specific variety I area 

The way of the future will rely more on using computers 
Computer access to vineyards I grapes 1 growers 

Computer markets 

o Better because it will be quicker and saves legwork 

Will always use subcontract brokers as they already have an intimate knowledge of 

what would take XXX 3 days of research to learn. 

Also there is a convenience factor in the future grape market 



Tourism: - 

The Area / Place is a destination not the winery 

Wneries should insulate themselves from agriculture 

Cellar door 50% of winery income 

The KAW should put their money into Tourism and take advantage of all the grants 
and rebates on offer from both State and Federal governments 

*** TOURISM *** TOURISM *** TOURISM *** TOURISM *** 

Tourists don't come to visit a winery anymore; they come to visit an area ... therefore 
an area must have diversity 

... at the moment there are too many grapes in the ground 

XX have never focused on buses . . . especially after a lady did get off the bus outside 
the cellar door and asked "Is this where the penguins live??" 

Tourists are buying less bottles - XX don't aim to sell at cellar door .. . 

A customer for life is far better than a sale on the day 

XX invests in the cellar door at the winery for brand image 



Advice from the Industry 

Align yourself with a reputable winery and develop a trust 

o e.g. XXX - draws on next year's income for fire affected fruit. 

Must acknowledge that we are all in this together ... is true!! 

Any brand must have a Point of Difference so the story hangs together 

Put yourself in a K A W  growers shoes ... what would you do? 

Decide if I am in it for the long term. 

Have a clear path to market 

Match fruit with good winemaker 

Be pragmatic with what I have to offer 

If grafting vines to popular varieties, do it in co-hoots with an established winery 

If grafting: - 
Work out the Cost of converting 

Work out Cost of production 

Base output on 5 - 6 tonnes 1 acre 

Go to a winery with these figures in hand and ask "Are you interested?' 

o Explain reason and look for long term commitment ... they could help 

defray costs etc. 

The K A W  must face the harsh realities that 90% of vineyards are unprofitable 

The K A W  must accept their disadvantages 

Focus their energy on their Point of Differences - when questioned on what these 

were xxx stated:- 

Tourist area 

Snow 

Picturesque 

Close to the city and large population 

Easy target market 

The K A W  future is not in making the best Merlot or the best Shiraz in the country 

One cowboy grower destroys the hard work of good ones 



K A W  should work to a committed long term relationship with a winery 

Milk and cream mentality 

Give up ego for their own good 

Growers think they know more about the wine industry than the wineries 

How to get a committed relationship ... be easy to work with 

Wineries can't subsidise a farm 

Selling wine occurs long after the grapes are committed. 

o 1000 tonne x $1 0001tonne = $1 million 

o So a winery has got to hedge 

o If we can only sell it for % million, will do for first year 

XXX is more concerned with the human side ... especially seeing how most of these 

growers are ex tobacco growers 

xxx saw the region as not having a brand, nothing is organized, they need someone to 

drive the region (KAW) and 

o "I would like to see them succeed and a company like ours needs to be up front 

with these guys if they are going to succeed." 



Although our consultants have taken every care to assure the accuracy of the information 
presented in this document, all advice contained in this document is provided on an all care 

but no responsibility basis; 

Ultimately, the responsibility for operational decisions lies with the management and the 
individual grape growers of the King and Alpine Valley Vignerons 
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